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Hi

BACK AT IT AGAIN.

Monika

Holidays have been over for more than a
month now and it's the high time we
finally gave you all a fresh and new
periodical.
We really hope you'll enjoy it.



TOP 3 most anticipated
movies of 2016/2017

As we all know, school has just started. Now probably most of us

are freaking out because of the amount of things we have to do-

and because of that I decided to make a little overview of the

outcoming 2016/2017 movies. Watching a good comedy or horror,

has always been a good way to relax and chill out. But when we

look at the amount of movies now available in cinemas we scratch

our heads not really knowing which one we should choose to

watch. Today I’ll help you with that decision, and introduce to you,

my 3 favourites from list of the most anticipated outcoming

2016/2017 movies.

Mateusz



„Resident Evil: The Final Chapter”
Friday, January 27, 2017 

„Picking up immediately after the events in Resident
Evil: Retribution, Alice (Milla Jovovich) is the only
survivor of what was meant to be humanity’s final
stand against the undead. Now, she must return to
where the nightmare began – The Hive in Raccoon
City, where the Umbrella Corporation is gathering its
forces for a final strike against the only remaining
survivors of the apocalypse”- a short plot summary. A
lot of movie critics have a high hopes for this one. As
it is the last episode of the „Resident Evil” series, all
mysteries will be explained, untold things will be told
and well… I guess we will see how it turns out. I’m
sure it’ll be amazing though, because now, it stands
on 4th place of most promising and awaited movies
worldwide.



„Star Wars: ROGUE ONE”- December 14, 2016 &
„Star Wars: Episode VIII” Friday, December 15, 2017 

Now, I decided to place both of this movies here,
because they represent the same saga. „Star Wars:
ROGUE ONE” is a completely different story comparing
to what we’ve seen so far in Star Wars universe. This
story takes place between 3rd and 4th episode of Star
Wars saga, and as far as we know, it’s going to be about
Rebel spies trying to steal the plans of the imperial Death
Star. We won’t see for example Han Solo, or Luke
Skywalker, though this episode will include a lot of
characters from expanded universe books and comics.
And so far, judging by voting pools made online, it stands
high on the list of the most awaited movies of 2016.  The
„Star Wars VIII” though is of course a continuation of the
latest „Star Wars VII- The Force Awakens”. The
information known about it is very little (if not  none), but
even with that, it stands high in rankings of most
anticipated movies of 2017, currently on 6th place.



„Pirates of the Caribbean- dead man tell no tales”
Friday, May 26. 2017 

„Thrust into an all-new adventure, a down-on-his-luck
Captain Jack Sparrow finds the winds of ill-fortune
blowing even more strongly when deadly ghost pirates
led by his old nemesis, the terrifying Captain Salazar
(Bardem), escape from the Devil's Triangle, determined
to kill every pirate at sea...including him. Captain Jack's
only hope of survival lies in seeking out the legendary
Trident of Poseidon, a powerful artifact that bestows
upon its possessor total control over the seas.”- that is
the original plot released by Disney Studios Inc. I’m sure
everyone watched the „Pirates of the Caribbean” at least
once, and it doesn’t really matter which episode it was.
What can I say, I expect it to be as amazing as other
episodes. Even though not much information about it
was released, directors promise it’ll provide a lot of good
action, and as always- humour. Right now, it stands on
1st place of the most anticipated movies list worldwide.



INTERVIEWS Learning English –
homemade version 

Hello. I’m writing an interview for No Name, so I would
like to ask you few questions. Is it ok?
Yes, of course.

… But we will use English from now on. Is it still
acceptable?
Sure! (laughing)

First month of learning in new school is almost over. How
do you like English lessons?
By now I’m very satisfied. It was only a month, but I already

feel improvement! I can now speak more fluently, I gained

knowledge about grammar… And, of course, a teacher is

very friendly and patient. 

I’m glad you liked them. But there are many other options
for learning English - by yourself.  Are you using some of
them?
Yes. Listening to  music, for example – by understanding

lyrics, translating words I didn’t know. It’s really helping, I can

understand more and more songs. It’s great exercise.

Yeah, I’m doing it often, too. Any others?
Playing games with people around the globe – doesn’t matter
from what country you are, everyone will speak English. Small
dialogue sometimes becomes really long story told between
strangers, making them friends. I’ve met many people through
online gaming, and I’m still having contact with them. Many
adults don’t see a connection between playing games and
learning English, I hope it will change someday.
It will change when we will become adults!
I’m afraid you are right… Anyway, I have last advice for
students – watch movies without translations, only with English
subtitles. It may seem hard, but after few tries You will
understand everything.
I will try it too! I’m sure students will appreciate your
advice. I hear that bell is ringing, the break is over.
 Thank you for your time,  Filip. Goodbye! 
You're welcome! Goodbye. 

Michal



Hey. Can I ask you some questions?
Hi. Of course.

So at the beginning I want to know what do you think about our school? You
are there for nearly 4 weeks and we are curious to know your opinion.

I'm really impressed. This school is really awesome. It's been only four weeks but
so much happened during this time! I was shocked when I heard how many

events the teachers were planning.
What do you think about the projects and events that take place in our

school. For example International day of Foreign Languages?
I'm so happy that my school is so versatile. Everyone can find something for

themselves. For example - my friend loves France and she was very happy when
she discovered that there will be a competition in which she can check her

knowledge about French culture. Some of my close friends also took place in
another competition -translating songs. Also other events are so interesting and

joyful. You should be curious what me and my friends prepared for "hazing".
We are veeeeeery curious, we can't wait to see that! Okay, by the way-is

there something that you would like to change in this "events program"?
I wouldn't change anything. This school is so cool!

Ok. Thank you for your answers. See you.

Ala



Hazing

On Friday 23th in Banach there was a

hazing (a welcome party). Senior  years

prepared for us, freshmen, a great day. I

talked with some of my friends what they

think of it as a freshmen. Everyone said that

they loved it! Of course there were some

problems because not everyone agreed

with the ideas of challenges that we had

done but at the end we had a lot of fun.

Seniors made us laugh and they were great

as the characters that they played.  After

this whole thing as a freshmen we knew it

will be a great years.

Natalia



A few days after the hazing in our High School I conducted an interview with some of new
students from the first class.
The first question was: “How was the preparation?”
Maja Szymkowicz from 1D told us:
Our class worked very intensively and jointly. We became a real friends for each other during this
time. Before the show we had a little stage-fright but everything went our way.
Then I asked about the opinion of the hazing preparation by the senior year.
The character of Samara was pretty cool. Jury perfectly played their roles and the costumes were
very great but in my opinion Mr. Bean was the best. Also the gym was decorated attractively. 
~told Ola Zator, from 1D.
What characters of jury were the best in your opinion?
Mr. Bean and Cat Womean were truly the most interesting, Tor was also really great, although he
had no beard.  Harry Potter and Samara made the best entrance~ told us Szymon Furtak, 1A.
Which class should have won?
Opinions are divided:
-My class should have won because we had the best singer who was Mateusz Kabaciński and also
very cool act ~said a student from 1A-Grzegorz Blajer.
-Except our class, 1B had a very interesting act~ said some students from 1C.
In my opinion each class deserved to win but every student was consistent with me- Mrs.
Stanisławek, who teaches chemistry, had the best role and she definitely won that
competition!

Iga

Who should have won?
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